
7.3 Institutional Distinctiveness 

Provide the details of the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its vision, 
priority and thrust Provide the weblink of the institution in not more than 500 words 
 
 

Avinashilingam Institute for Home Science and Higher Education for 

Women, Coimbatore 

INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

     The Vision of the Institute is to self – develop and empower the Women 

through a blend of Modern, Scientific and Traditional value system. The Vision 

projects a modern outlook blended with traditional values, energizing the 

educational landscape into innovative eco system which allows applying what is 

taught and converting the students’ abilities into greater outcomes. The institute 

portrays as a natural partner to the Government to develop the global capabilities to 

solve local issues and nurture innovative individuals to complement the 

Government efforts.  Embedding innovation in the campus life brings about 

strategic transformation and doing things different is one of the quality practices in 

the Institute.  The Institute is an Anchor Institute leading several other Institutes to 

achieve high standards of practices and succeed in academic endeavors. The 

Institute has taken several initiatives to cultivate innovation as the way of life. 

      The Institute has established an Innovation and Incubation Centre in order to 

imbibe innovation-driven culture among students and faculty promoting trans-

disciplinary approach to aim for products, patents and publications. There are 

student incubates in the thrust areas of Food and Nutrition, Textiles, ICT, Bio-

sciences. There are 20 Ventures successfully motivated in the past few years and 

the Centre aims high to increase the number of Ventures multi- fold in minimum 

duration utilizing the Skills and Knowledge of Faculty and Students. The 

Research and Consultancy has a Director who motivates Faculty members to 



initiate In-house Projects, Exploration of funded Projects from External Agencies 

and needed assistance given for application of Projects. There are noteworthy 

industrial MoUs signed to collaborate with Industry for Joint consultancy and 

research projects. There are international collaborative research assignments 

which stands as a testimony for Institutional expertise. The Research Advisory 

Committee oversees all in - campus research-oriented activities and had resulted 

in greater achievements in terms of Patents, Products and Publications. 

       Entrepreneurship and Innovation are included in Curriculum as components 

across the courses wherein the students can decide on Entrepreneurship or 

Employment as their final decision. The Institute has an AICTE sponsored 

Entrepreneurship Development Cell which had taken several initiatives which 

includes Faculty Development Program, Technical Entrepreneurship Development 

Program, Women Entrepreneurship Development Program, Entrepreneurship 

Awareness Camps, Business Skills Development Programs with a funding outlay 

of Rs.33,97,000. 

      The Institution Innovation Council (Under MHRD) is active in spearheading 

the innovative culture and sensitizes the campus community on how to integrate 

hybrid knowledge structure with the Incubation process so that more Women 

emerge as start- ups from the Campus.  The Council tries Sibling Models to 

leverage the STEM skills and prepare the individuals to face the challenges of 

VUCA world. 

        Avinashilingam Institute fuels innovation into all its academic and 

administrative activities to harness the latent potentials of all members of the 

Institute.  Innovation in all spheres of Curriculum, Teaching -Learning -Evaluation, 



Student  Support System, building learning resources is inter twined for sustainable 

development and  reflected in the Institute’s engagement in innovation ecosystems. 

 


